
2022-09-12 CVC Meeting Minutes
Attendees

Olivier Smith
Sandra Jackson
Kenny Paul
Kodi Atuchukwu
Scot Steele

Absent (but included so they receive the meeting minutes):

Yan Yang
Lincoln Lavoie
Marc Price

Open Action Items

Task report

Looking good, no incomplete tasks.

Agenda & Minutes

Standing Items:

Review Open Action Items 
Review Issues in Gitlab 

Specific topics for this week:

Brief recap of status for 2022 Anuket Assured badges. 
Updated NFV Infra, VNF, and Cloud Infra are planned. 
CNF will not be possible in 2022, but a lot of headway being made to make this possible in 2023. (Scot to share update)

Anuket Release "N" - Requirements and tests being addressed for a first CNF interop set of demands. 
Microsoft - Scot and several others have agreed to setup a RI2 (something that is testable by RC2).  Outcome is to be able 
to say MS Azure K8s Services can complete the performance testing.  
RI2/UNH - Discussions in progress with  to use UNH for an RI2.  This might also evolve into a lab for other Lincoln Lavoie
CNF vendors to come and test their CNFs. 
CNCF/LFN Collab - Looking to ways in how LFN/CNCF can collaborate around CNF best practices and the CNF Test 
Suite.  Olivier took action item #1 below. 

We should start to create the specific 2022 release documentation for the 3 badges we can offer in 2022.  Kodi took action item #2 
below. 

Call for volunteers - Working session/or independent work to identify improvements to the structure and content of Verification – LF 
.  Goal is to make our "offerings" clearer and to improve the instructions for "how to" apply for a badge. Networking

Kodi has done a review and provided feedback. Thank you   !Kodi Atuchukwu
The ask is for approx. 1-2 hours of your time for a meeting to create a proposed list of changes to improve the overall structure and 
content.
Olivier took action item #3 to setup a meeting and those that can join are welcome.  

Discuss ideas to address the lack of "pull" for Anuket Assured badged infrastructure and workloads.
Olivier to action item #4 below, to schedule a meeting (or set of meetings) to discuss ways in which we can create more service 
provider and vendor "pull" for Anuket Assured badges. 

New Action Items

Olivier Smith Action #1 - Set up meeting between CNCF and Anuket to discuss possible collaboration around UNH RI2.

Kodi Atuchukwu  - Action #2 - Start a first draft of our 2022 Release specific documentation (see 2021 for reference:  releases/2021.10 · main 
)· lfnetworking / CVC / anuket-assured-docs · GitLab

Olivier Smith- Action #3 - Setup meeting to discuss structure and content of Anuket Assured on LFN website

Olivier Smith - Action #4 - Setup a meeting to discuss creating "pull" for Anuket Assured

Meeting recording
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